**PREMIERONE® CAD MOTOROLA RADIO INTEGRATION**

**SEE THE EXACT LOCATION OF FIELD PERSONNEL**

**RELIABLE PERSONNEL LOCATOR**
Enhance situational awareness and improve responder safety by tracking field personnel from your PremierOne CAD map when their radios are engaged, including outside of the vehicle. PremierOne CAD and Mobile can display the location of every first responder on the map based on the location of the responder’s portable radio. Location information is available from a GPS receiver integrated within the ASTRO® portable radio. When responders need help, you know exactly where to send back-up. The result is faster and more coordinated responses, smarter decisions and safer outcomes.

**EFFICIENT STATUS CHANGE ALERTS**
Alert dispatch quickly of a critical incident by pushing the emergency/panic buttons available on Motorola Solutions radios. Responders can also improve situational intelligence by updating radio status directly from their device through the Push-to-Talk (PTT) update and unit status using pre-programmable buttons that reflect directly on the PremierOne CAD map.

**ASTRO® 25 ADVANCED MESSAGING**
Keep your responders better informed and coordinated during incidents with messaging capabilities through data-enabled ASTRO P25 radios and PremierOne CAD integration. Responders can quickly send and receive messages, run database queries directly from their two-way radios, send and receive BOLOs and update their status. This functionality allows your responders to make better on-the-spot decisions while freeing up air time for critical voice communications.

**STREAMLINED DISPATCH MONITOR**
Enable dispatchers to see a timeline of status transmissions as well as information on who is speaking over the radio without having to change their current monitor view. This allows dispatchers to keep their eyes on the CAD screen to see who is talking.

**CONFIGURABLE MAPS**
Configure your PremierOne CAD map to show all radios or only those in emergency status as well as automatically center and zoom to a specific level of incident event in an emergency. This helps dispatch focus on the details that matter most during critical events.

**NEW DEVICE INTEGRATION**
Save valuable time by adding new devices to the PremierOne CAD system quickly and easily without worrying about setup time as staff increases.
MCC7500 CONSOLE INTEGRATION
Simplify dispatch operation by eliminating the need to switch between applications in order to dispatch a call with the Motorola Solutions MCC7500 IP Dispatch Console and PremierOne CAD integration. Now a single monitor and keyboard control the entire dispatch process.

STREAMLINED TALKGROUP MANAGEMENT
Use PremierOne CAD to automatically group talkgroups per incident, helping them dispatch more efficiently. Field personnel can stay connected to dispatchers and other responders without requiring a manual switch of car and body-radio channels, further improving officer safety and outcomes.

TONAL RESPONDER ALERTS
Provide responders, vehicles or units with a tonal alert in addition to a voice transmission during critical incidents to improve situational awareness.

FLEXIBLE TEXT MESSAGES
Improve responder awareness by sending alphanumeric messages to text-enabled devices. Manage pager information through integration with MCC7500, including alias type, allowing you to send messages to a group of people or devices.

IMPROVE WORKFLOWS
Automate tonal alerts, voice transmissions and alphanumeric messages as part of your workflow configuration, improving efficiency for your agency and dispatchers. You can send these alerts and messages as part of dispatching an incident or generate them manually, providing flexibility for your agency’s unique needs.

To learn how PremierOne CAD and Motorola Solutions ASTRO® Radios can help improve your workflows, visit motorolasolutions.com/P1-CAD